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Why tree-level?

Most of the current collider pheno is done at tree-
level both at the theoretical and (even more) at 
experimental level.

Experiments may need fully exclusive 
descriptions.

MC at NLO are very recent (and impressive) 
achievements, but currently limited to a small set 
of key SM processes.
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Why tree-level?

Always the fastest way,

very often the most accurate way,

sometimes the only way to bring ideas to life and 
test them in the experiments! 
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“Natural” approach for phase space 
regions where perturbative expansion 
is effective (hard, high angle, ...)

Take into account all possible 
interferences

Simulate correctly spin correlations
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Figure 14: Normalized distributions for cos θ, where θ is the Collins-Soper angle, for spin-0
(a), spin-2 (b), vector (c) and axial-vector (d) resonances of mass MX . All plots were
produced using the CTEQ6L1 pdf set with µR = µF = MX .

5 Spin correlations in (anti-)top-quark decays

In the standard model, the semi-weak top-quark decay width is rather large Γ ≈ 1.5 GeV >
ΛQCD and top quarks do not form bound hadronic states. At present, we do not have any
direct measurement of the top width and the formation of top hadrons is not excluded.
This could happen for example, if Vtb were much smaller than what is predicted in the
standard model, as discussed in Ref. [56]. Note, however, that even if this were to happen,
the information on the spin of the top quark would be anyway fully inherited by its decay
products [57], as spin-flip would occur at time scales of the order mt/Λ2

QCD, i.e., much
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Why Matrix Elements ?
“Natural” approach for phase space 
regions where perturbative expansion 
is effective (hard, high angle, ...)

Take into account all possible 
interferences

Simulate correctly spin correlations

Can be used for new analysis 
techniques
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MadGraph

Basic building blocks : Feynman 
diagrams

Generates “empty” topologies for 
m>n diagrams and “fill” them using 
valid interaction vertices

Knowing particles properties, 
produces Feynman diagrams and 
suitable calls to the HELAS library
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MadEvent
Integrates the MEs from MadGraph to generate events. 
Uses adaptive methods like VEGAS to adjust a “grid” to 
numerically flatten peaks

But : time expensive, peaks must lie on integration 
variables

Solutions exist : Multi-Channel Integration (Amegic, 
Nextcalibur, Whizard), Single Diagram Enhanced MCI 
(MadEvent) :

One peaked function per diagram

Parallel in nature 
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New web generation
The new web generation:

User inputs model/parameters/cuts.

Code runs in parallel on one of our farms (UCL, UIUC, Roma)

Returns cross section, plots, parton-level events.

Returns also Pythia and PGS events if needed

Advantages:

Reduces overhead to getting results

Events can easily be shared/temporarily stored



MG/ME v4 features

Helicity amplitudes, based on HELAS

Parallel phase space integration (up to 10 external particles) 

Les Houches Accord standards for model parameters (LHA) 
and for the parton-level event files (LHEF)

CKKW and kt-MLM matching methods

Interfaces for Pythia, Sherpa (and Herwig) 

Analysis platforms: ExRootAnalysis and MadAnalysis

“Decay chains” syntax for diagram generation 
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Basic principle...

If MG/ME can do the job for ee, ep 
and pp collisions ... 

... it can do it as well for collisions 
involving photon(s)



Matrix elements for photon 
physics
MadGraph can 
generate diagrams for 
any hard scattering 
process with γγ, γe and 
γp as initial states

At this stage, no 
assumption is made on 
photon exact origin

E.g. Associated WH 
production at the LHC

Diagrams by MadGraph  a u -> w+ h d  
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Events production for 
photon physics

Both electron and proton (no breaking) beams have been 
implemented as photon sources in MadEvent (status 2 and 3 for the 
photon beam) by members of the UCL-CP3 photon group (Thanks!).

Electron: Weizsaecker-Williams EPA formula (very basic)

Proton: more model dependent since the proton is not an 
elementary particle (V.M.Budnev et al., Phys.Rep. 15C (1975) 181) 

No polarized γ beams yet, but trivial to implement (already there for 
electrons)

fγ(z) =
α

2π
log

s

m2
e

[
1 + (1− z)2

z

]
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interactions.dat : list of all possible 3- and 4-
vertices

couplings.f : analytic expressions for Feynman 
rule couplings



New models
MG/ME deals with different physical models as 
directories containing:

particles.dat : particle list with name, PDG 
codes, properties, ...

interactions.dat : list of all possible 3- and 4-
vertices

couplings.f : analytic expressions for Feynman 
rule couplings

MG/ME comes with several predefined models: 
MSSM, 2HDM, HEFT, BSM top, ...
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New models (2)

Calculators: generic name for tools generating 
param_card.dat files (text files with all model 
parameters compliant with the Les Houches 
Accord format). Exist for MSSM, 2HDM, ...

USRMOD: script allowing users to implement their 
own models by modifying the SM default

Limitation: computing Feynman rules by hand is a 
hard task...



FeynRules
New package to compute Feynman rules from 
Lagrangian

Theorist friendly Mathematica package

Completely generic, zeroth level output is TeX!

Interfaces for MG/ME, but also for FeynArts, 
Sherpa and CalcHEP

Standard Model and simple models implemented 
and tested, MSSM on its way



FeynRules (example)
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7 SM SCALAR AND EXTRA SINGLET(S)

J. J. VAN DER BIJ
Institut für Physik, Albert-Ludwigs Universität Freiburg, H. Herderstr. 3,

79104 Freiburg i.B., Deutschland

I discuss the question whether it is possible that the LHC will find no signal for the Higgs

particle. It is argued that in this case singlet scalars should be present that could play an
important role in astroparticle physics. A critical view at the existing electroweak data shows
that this possibility might be favored over the simplest standard model. In this case one needs
the ILC in order to study the Higgs sector.

1 Introduction

The standard model gives a good description of the bulk of the electroweak data. Only a sign
of the Higgs particle is missing at the moment. The Higgs field is necessary in order to make
the theory renormalizable, so that predictions are possible and one can really speak of a theory.
A complete absence of the Higgs field would make the theory non-renormalizable, implying
the existence of new strong interactions at the TeV scale. Therefore one is naively led to the
so-called no-lose theorem 1. This theorem says that when one builds a large energy hadron
collider, formerly the SSC now the LHC, one will find new phyics, either the Higgs particle or
otherwise new strong interactions. Since historically no-theorems have a bad record in physics
one is naturally tempted to try to evade this theorem. So in the following I will try to find ways
by which the LHC can avoid seeing any sign of new physics.

At the time of the introduction of the no-lose theorem very little was known about the
Higgs particle. Since then there have been experiments at LEP, SLAC and the Tevatron, that
give information on the Higgs mass. Through precise measurements of the W-boson mass and
various asymmetries one can get constraints on the Higgs mass. The Higgs mass enters into
the prediction of these quantities via radiative corrections containing a virtual Higgs exchange.
Moreover at LEP-200 the direct search gives a lower limit of 114.4GeV. The situation regarding
the precision tests is not fully satisfactory. The reason is that the Higgs mass implied by

vector-boson fusion channel with jet-tagging. Assuming the invisible branching ratio to be large
and assuming the Higgs boson not to be heavy, as indicated by the precision tests, one still
finds a significant signal 26. Of course one cannot study this Higgs boson in great detail at the
LHC. For this the ILC would be needed, where precise measurements are possible in the channel
e+e− → ZH.

3.3 Mixing: fractional Higgses

Somewhat surprisingly it is possible to have a model that has basically only singlet-doublet
mixing even if all the scalars are light. If one starts with an interaction of the form HΦ†Φ,
where H is the new singlet Higgs field and Φ the standard model Higgs field, no interaction
of the form H3, H4 or H2Φ†Φ is generated with an infinite coefficient 27. At the same time
the scalar potential stays bounded from below. This means that one can indeed leave these
dimension four interactions out of the Lagrangian without violating renormalizability. This is
similar to the non-renormalization theorem in supersymmetry that says that the superpotential
does not get renormalized. However in general it only works with singlet extensions. As far
as the counting of parameters is concerned this is the most minimal extension of the standard
model, having only two extra parameters.

The simplest model is the Hill model:

L = −
1

2
(DµΦ)†(DµΦ) −

1

2
(∂µH)2 −

λ0

8
(Φ†Φ − f2

0 )2 −
λ1

8
(2f1H − Φ†Φ)2 (7)

Working in the unitary gauge one writes Φ† = (σ, 0), where the σ-field is the physical standard
model Higgs field. Both the standard model Higgs field σ and the Hill field H receive vacuum
expectation values and one ends up with a two-by-two mass matrix to diagonalize, thereby
ending with two masses m− and m+ and a mixing angle α. There are two equivalent ways to
describe this situation. One is to say that one has two Higgs fields with reduced couplings g to
standard model particles:

g− = gSM cos(α), g+ = gSM sin(α) (8)

Because these two particles have the quantum numbers of the Higgs particle, but only reduced
couplings to standard model particles one can call them fractional Higgs particles. The other
description, which has some practical advantages is not to diagonalize the propagator, but simply
keep the σ − σ propagator explicitely. One can ignore the H − σ and H −H propagators, since
the H field does not couple to ordinary matter. One simply replaces in all experimental cross
section calculations the standard model Higgs propagator by:

Dσσ(k2) = cos2(α)/(k2 + m2
−) + sin2(α)/(k2 + m2

+) (9)

The generalization to an arbitrary set of fields Hk is straightforward, one simply replaces the
singlet-doublet interaction term by:

LHΦ = −
∑ λk

8
(2fkHk − Φ†Φ)2 (10)

This will lead to a number of (fractional) Higgs bosons Hi with reduced couplings gi to the
standard model particles such that

∑

i

g2
i = g2

SM (11)
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3.5 Anomalous top production

In the Standard Model, exclusive single top photoproduc-
tion at lhc is only possible at a high order of electroweak
interactions, since neutral currents preserve quarks flavor
at tree level. The observation of a large number of single
top events at the lhc would hence be a clean signature
of fcnc induced by processes beyond the Standard Model.

fcnc appear in many extensions of the Standard
Model, such as two Higgs-doublet models or R-Parity vi-
olating supersymmetry. The dominant Feynman diagram
contributing to photoproduction of top quarks via fcnc,
can be seen in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Leading order Feynman diagram for anomalous single
top photoproduction.

The effective Lagrangian for this anomalous coupling
can be written as [26] :

L = ieett̄
σµνqν

Λ
ktuγuAµ + ieett̄

σµνqν

Λ
ktcγcAµ + h.c.,

where σµν is defined as (γµγν − γνγµ)/2, qν being the
photon 4-vector and Λ an arbitrary scale, conventionally
taken as the top mass. The coulings ktuγ and ktcγ are real
and positive such that the cross section takes the form :

σpp→t = αu k2
tuγ + αc k2

tcγ .

The computed α parameters obtained using CalcHEP are
the following :

αu = 368 pb,αc = 122 pb.

The best upper limit on ktuγ is around 0.14, depending
on the top mass [27] while the anomalous coupling ktcγ

has not been probed yet.

The final state is composed of a b-jet and a W boson.
The studied topology is therefore %b. Main irreducible
background processes come from γp interactions pro-
ducing a W boson and a jet, especially c-jets which can
be miss-tagged as a b-jets. The acceptance cuts applied
during the selection of events are summarized in table 13.

Cross sections after the application of acceptance cuts
are shown in table 14. For the signal, a value of 0.1 was
chosen for ktuγ while ktcγ was set at zero. The resolved

Acceptance cut !b
N! 1
Njet 1 b-tag
|ηjet

max| 2.5

Table 13. Acceptance cuts for the leptonic topology resulting
from pp(γq → t)pY process.

γp → Wjq has been neglected for the reasons explained
in section 1. The discovery potential is illustrated by
figure 13, showing the line of same cross sections as a
function of the anomalous coupling for three different
values of cross sections, obtained after acceptance cuts.

Cross section [fb] !b
σ t 769.0
σacc 144.0
Irreducible backgrounds

σacc Wj 56.2
Wc 82.8

σacc total 139.0

Table 14. Cross sections for one anomalous top induced fi-
nal state (ktuγ = 0.1, ktcγ = 0) before and after acceptance
cut together with the cross sections of irreducible background
processes after acceptance cuts.

The present selection together with the assumption
that no other background contribution will interfere,
could lead to the expectation of a five sigma discovery
after only about 200 pb−1 of integrated luminosity (for
anomalous coupling values corresponding to the dashed
dotted line of figure 13).

However, applying the same statistical treatment as
described in section 2.3, limits on the anomalous couplings
ktuγ and ktcγ can be extracted. These results appear on
table 15. As can be seen, the limits can be greatly im-
proved.

Coupling Limits
L = 1 fb−1 L = 10 fb−1

ktuγ 0.043 0.024
ktcγ 0.074 0.042

Table 15. Expected limits for anomalous couplings at 95%
CL for two values of integrated luminosities.

3.6 Background

In this paper, only irreducible photoproduction back-
grounds have been considered. However, diffractive
and parton-parton processes as well as non irreducible
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Conclusion

MadGraph/MadEvent v4 is a multi-purpose, user-
friendly event generation package based on exact 
matrix element calculations. It has been designed for 
both signal and complex background studies.

It can deal with initial state photons, either as real 
beams or coming from e and p, using EPA

Various BSM models are now available, and new ones 
have never been so easy to implement
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